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Rojeco 2L Automatic Pet Feeder Button Version

Rojeco Intelligent 2L Pet Feeder Button Version
Opt for the solution offered by Rojeco to take care of your pet's proper nutrition. The smart pet food dispenser features a 2-liter container
that can provide food for as much as 10 days. Using dedicated buttons, you will schedule feeding times and number of meals for the day.
The device prevents food from getting stuck, and practical indicators provide important information about its operation. You can power it
in 2 ways, and you won't have any difficulties cleaning it. Thanks to its refined design, it is pet-friendly. 
 
2 L capacity
The Rojeco smart food dispenser offers a capacity of up to 2 liters, so it is able to provide food for cats or small dogs for a period of 10
days. So you can go on vacation without worry, knowing that your beloved pet is also well fed in your absence.
 
Meal planning
Plan a feeding schedule tailored to your pet's needs. Rojeco's smart dispenser provides your pet with 1 to 6 meals during one day, which
can consist of up to 16 servings of food.
 
2 ways to power it
You can power the device in 2 ways - using the included USB cable or equipping it with 4 AA batteries (to be purchased separately). In
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the event  of  a  power failure,  the dispenser  automatically  switches to  emergency power mode so that  your  four-legged friend can eat
meals at regular times.
 
Practical lock and convenient operation
The practical locking mechanism eliminates the risk of your pet accidentally opening the lid. To refill the food, use the dedicated switch.
With this solution, you can be sure that your pet follows a healthy diet and does not snack between meals. In addition, practical buttons
and an easy-to-read display make it easy to operate.
 
With your pet's safety in mind
The food bowl is made of 304 stainless steel and food-grade material, making it resistant to grease buildup and resistant to corrosion, yet
safe for your pet. Keeping it clean will not be a problem for you.
 
User-friendly
The individual components of the dispenser can be conveniently disassembled and washed under running water to effectively eliminate
any bacteria. The transparent food container allows you to check the remaining amount of food. This makes it easy to check when a refill
is  needed.  In  addition,  the  device  is  equipped  with  light  indicators  that  provide  important  information  on  low  battery,  low  feed  and
possible food blockage.
 
Attention to detail
The  device  uses  a  system that  prevents  food  from getting  stuck  and  automatically  changes  the  direction  of  rotation  when  food  gets
stuck.  The  solution  used  eliminates  the  risk  of  blockages  and  ensures  constant  access  to  the  food.  In  addition,  an  innovative  system
consisting  of  soft  silicone  paddles  and  rotor-driven  blades  minimizes  the  risk  of  jamming  of  the  mechanism.  The  dispenser  is  also
equipped with a feed opening, and the increased angle of inclination allows easy release of grains up to 16 mm from the container. As a
result, the device guarantees regular feeding, which translates into comfort and health for your pet.
 
Included:
Tank
Food bowl
Bowl tray
Tank lid
Stainless steel bowl
USB cable 1.5 m long
EU adapter
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Rojeco
	Model
	RWSQ-02
	Capacity
	2 l
	Input
	DC 5V=1A
	Power supply
	4 AA batteries (not included)
	Material
	ABS
	Dimensions
	250 x 166 x 285 mm
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	Weight
	approximately 1 kg

Preço:

Antes: € 48.4989

Agora: € 42.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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